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EMMANUEL SWEDENBORG'’S

PHILOSOPHY

OF THE HUMAN ORGANISM

Emmanuel Swedenborgis an important and neglected figure

in the history of European thought. Dimitrije Mitrinovié, who

founded the New Atlantis, often drew attention to his impor-

tance as a philosopher andscientist. Previous New Atlantis

Foundation Lectures have been given about men whose signific-

ance in the development of thought has been ignored, or about

aspects of the work of more famous men which have not been

generally appreciated. Swedenborg is generally known as a

mystic and theologian, while the great contributions he has made

to the problems of science andofscientific thinking have been

largely overlooked.
Heis the first in modern times to give to the human body the

centralplace in a philosophic system. Herevives the Greek notion

of Man himself as a miniature universe: Man the microcosm

within the universe or macrocosm. He shows thata scientific

approach to the human organism must be threefold. The three

dimensions which he explores are: the physical universe, the

human body, andlastly, Man’s individual and social experience.

Each ofthese approachescoincides with a period ofSwedenborg’s

life andit is importantfor eachstage to consider bothhis personal

biography andthehistorical backgroundagainstwhichhe worked.

In spite of the great differences in their style, Swedenborg’s

writings at different periods form a consistent whole, and each of

the three stages follows on and completes the previous one. This

threefold approach to the human organism includes a simultaneous
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investigation of the human mind. Swedenborg gives a new
foundation to psychology by basing it upon physiology.
Swedenborg was born in 1688 in Sweden. His father was a

devout Swedish Lutheran pastor who later became a bishop.
Swedenborg’s deep religious sense was remarkable even as a
child. However he turned to mathematics and astronomy at an
early age. When he was 22 he visited England and met the
astronomers Halley and Flamsteed and also mathematicians. At
this period ofhis life he had international recognition asa scientist
of outstanding ability in many fields, whose ideas were often
aheadofhis time. His inventions include a submarine, a universal
musical instrument, a flying machine and a method ofanalysing
the mind. His chief interests were mechanics and everything
connected with geology, including the processes of mining. His
studies included anatomy, chemistry and physics. He was deeply
concerned with the subject of the origin of the earth and the
relation of scientific theories to the Genesis story of creation.
After many years of work in the field of metallurgy he was
appointed to the Swedish Board of Mines where he worked for
30 years. Thefirst ofhis major works was published when he was
45 years of age. This was the Opera Philosophica et Mineralia, of
which the first volume, entitled the Principia, was a philosophic
statementofthe origin of the universe.

Swedenborg’s significance as a writer on cosmologylies, on the
one hand,in the fact that he showed the sense in which the ideas
of the ancient writers—in particular Plato and Aristotlk—were
applicable to science. He restated the doctrine of teleology, the
notion of purpose and of divine causation in the universe. On
the other hand, he carried the revolution of thought brought
about by Copernicus a stage further. Heasserted that the gal
containing our solar system began asa spiral nebula. Thus all the
sunsofour galaxy, including our own,with their planets, are now
in spiral orbits about the great axis of the universe which runs
through the Milky Way. Swedenborg’s work was published more
than 25 years before that ofKant and Laplace. His name, however,
is seldom mentioned among those who have contributed to
modern theories of the universe.

In the Principia, Swedenborg begins with the philosopher him-
self and makes wisdom the goal ofhis philosophy. Hegives three
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means by which wisdom can be reached: Experience, Geometry

and the power of Reasoning. Experience includes everything in
the world ofnature which forms the basis ofall our sciences. But
experience by itself is merely knowledge and not wisdom. We
cannotbe wise without knowledge, but knowledgealoneis not
enough.
The second means leading to wisdom is geometry. Everything,

whether in motionor at rest, makes a geometrical figure in space.
Nothing can move without obeying some law of mechanics.
Thus the whole universe in its motionsis a system ofmechanism
in whichall things are dependenton oneanother. Geometry is the
means to understandingit. But all things depend on first source
from which they derive their existence. Geometry deals only with
finite things, but beyond the sphere of geometry is the Infinite,
which must be recognised as the origin ofthe finite.
The third means by which wearrive at a true philosophyis the

faculty of reasoning. By reason we arrange into order and con-
nection the fragments ofknowledge we receive from experience.
Weuse analogy to see how each fragmentfits into the scheme of
things and by analogy discover further truths previously unknown
to us. Oursoul is the principle of wisdom.
A true philosopher is a man who,byall these three means,

arrives at the real causes of things in the mechanical world, causes
which are remote from the senses. Afterwards he reasons from
first principles about the world andits phenomena and surveys
them asif froma central point. Primordial Man was, according

to Swedenborg,in a state of perfect wholeness and his organism
was the path from hissensesto his soul. Thusheknewimmediately
the causes ofwhat he experienced with his senses. Today in Man’s
imperfect state, the way which leads from his senses to his soul

is almost entirely closed and can only be opened by continual
exercise through experience andreasoning.
Swedenborg now gives us a philosophic accountof the origin

ofthe universe. It is not possible in the course ofa short lecture to
do justice to this account, but some outline of it must be given
for the proper understanding of whatfollows.
We cannot,hesays,find thefirst cause in Nature or through our

senses. The worlditselfis a miracle and whatever exists in any of
its kingdoms exists by a miracle. The Infinite is the immediate
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first cause of the world. Between the Infinite, into which no

human mind can penetrate, and the finite world, which is the

province of geometry, is the mathematical point. This point is
beyondthe sphere of geometry andaccessible only to reason.

Nowthis point, whichis the link between the Infinite and the
finite, is pure and total motion. We however can only conceive
this motion as potential, thatis, as internal state or effort towards
motion, in whichthere are nosteps in space, no moments in time
and no actual movement.

Although the motion whichis the point is only potential and
not any actual movement, we can only visualise it as if it were
motion in space and could be represented by a geometrical
figure. The most perfect form in spaceis circular. But since the
circle itself is only the periphery and the whole point is pure
motion, this motion must be envisaged as going circularly, from
the periphery to the centre and also from the centre to the
periphery,as a spiral continually returning uponitself.
The diagram (Fig. I) showsthis spiral motion from the centre

to the periphery and fromtheperiphery to the centre. But as our
imaginary space is three-dimensional, the movement must be
within a sphere(Fig. II). We havea spiral vortical movement from
the centre to the circumference and at the opposite pole of the
sphere, from the circumference to the centre. The centre in both

diagrams is the turning point between the inward and the out-
ward movements ofthe spiral.
The point has the powerof creating, through motion, other

pointslikeitself and these points are the causeofall finite things.
Since, therefore, everything originates from the point, it must

contain potentially within itself everything which actually exists
in the world.
We cannot perceive motion with our senses except in the

compound and composite things which make up our world.
Motion howeveris the only means by which any new things can
be produced; motion bridges the gap between the substantial
things which weperceive and the point, which almost eludes our
imagination.It is from thespiral motion of points among them-
selves,filling space with finite forms,that thefirst finite substances

are produced. It is motion which determinestheir forms.
According to Swedenborg,everything in the created universe
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exists for an end. Each newfinite thing produced derives from

its predecessor the same active powerofproducing further things

andso is a meansto a further end. Thus each thing is the instru-

mental cause ofanotherfor the sake ofwhichitexists. Everything

depends on something else forits existence and there is a con-

tinuous causal relationship right back to the first cause. Because

ofthis relationship, the first cause can be said to be presentin all

the various things that are produced. Thus the world originates

andexists as a connected series and at each stage of the series we

have end or purpose leading to cause andeffect.

Manwithhis faculties is placed in a special position in relation

to the universe. With his senses, he stands midway between the

greatest andtheleast things in creation. He can perceive with his

senses all that is in the middle range, which is more or less equi-

distant fromthe two extremes ofmagnitude. Thus from what we

see and feel we can,by reason,arrive at a knowledge of what we

can neither see norfeel.
Oursensations give rise to intellectual ideas in our minds. In

themselves, sensations are only instrumental causes or means, but

as soon as they enter our minds they begin a newlife. Intellectual

ideas exist for the sake of serving the supreme life of wisdom.

Thus Manis at that point where the infinite spiral returns upon

itsel{—the mediator between the infinite and the finite universes.

Wherethe Infinite with all its potentialities ends, there Man with

his limited faculties begins. However, Man haslost his primordial

knowledge ofthe relation betweenInfinity and the finite which

once came to him through his senses. He has now to regain

through reason a consciousness ofhis place as a connecting li

In this way, Man completes the circle of things by which the

universe is nothing else than a complex of means to a universal

end, (Fig.IIL.)
Swedenborg saw Man’s physical body as the pathway fromthe

senses to the soul. The body is the basis of Man’s reason and

consciousness. Therefore after the publication of the Principia

Swedenborgturnedhis attention to the study ofhuman anatomy

and physiology. He spent sometimein Paris and Italy collecting

material and during the period from 1734 to 1744 he worked on

and published his two major treatises on these subjects: The

Economy of the Animal Kingdom and The Animal Kingdom. It
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should be noted that Animarefers to Man’s soul and a better

translation is ‘The Kingdom ofthe Soul’.
In his physiological writings Swedenborg wrote mainly as a

commentator or interpreter, rather than as an original worker.

His descriptions are based on those of the authorities ofhis day—

Eustachius, Malpighi, Harvey, Morgagni and others, men whose

namesare as famous in anatomyasthat ofHalleyis in astronomy.

Swedenborg’s aim wasdifferent from that ofhis contemporaries.

He was investigating the body in order to reformulate the

Aristotelian doctrine of causes, with the soul as final or first

cause.
In his own words: “The end I propose to myself is a knowledge

ofthe soul. The bodyis her image; sheis the model,the idea.’ He

conceived that it is the function ofthe soul to represent the uni-

verse, not only passively but actively. Thus the soul sees itself

both as the cause and also as embodied in the ultimate effects of

everything it produces. It is his soul which enables Man to see

both the whole universe in the microcosm of his own body, and

also the macrocosmas an imageofthis same organism. The body

is constructed in the imageofthe soul’s nature or according to the

form ofthe soul’s activities. Thus Swedenborg saw his work on

the body as a meansofshowingits relationship with the universe

on the one hand, and the soul on theother.

Thespiral ofcausation is represented in Man,as in the universe,

by three spheres: End or Principle, Cause, and Effect (Fig. IV).

The soul is the sphere ofendsorprinciples; the sphere ofeffects is

the body; and the middle sphereis that of causes and consists of

the rational mind and will. As we have seen in the universe, all

effects become in their turn causes or principles in a continuous

series from their’ source. In the body, the sphere of ends or

principles is represented by the head containing the brain; the

chest containing the heart and lungs represents the sphere of

causes, and the abdomen containing the viscera that of effects.

The three higherfaculties ofMan’s mindare represented by three

spheresin the brain. In the highest lives the soul as the ideal and

principle ofits universe. In the second sphere, or that of causes,

are the rational mind and will; andinthe third, the sphere of

effects, are the imagination, desires and memory, which we call

the Animus.



The mindis that organ which has the function ofunderstanding,
thinking and willing. The mindis the place where Man’s freewill
operates. It has the power ofchoice, ofdoing or leaving undone.
From that which the soul proposes, the mind can select whatit
wishes. It can follow or not follow the desires of the Animus and
it can will the means and determine the body to action.
Man as theultimate ofnaturalcreation is the means ofachieving

an end which is beyond nature. The goal of human will and
understandingis, according to Swedenborg, the conception of a
society of souls. This notion of humansociety as an organism
which appears in The Economy ofthe Animal Kingdom is based on
the idea of macrocosm and microcosm. The human organism as
microcosmis a concentration of the forms, forces and substances
ofthe macrocosm,andthe bodyis in its turn the pattern ofhuman
society.

Thesociety ofsouls would be thesocial organism operating by
Man’s freewill. If the minds, that is the will and understanding of
humanity, were unitedin the direction ofthis goal, there would be
no problem. In the human body,this samesphere, the sphere of
causes, is represented by the heart and lungs. In the co-functioning
of these two organs with one another and with the rest of the
body,is seen the pattern of a complete unity of will and under-
standing. However the human mind, this sphere of causes, is
divided. One half looks upwards to the soul andits principles—
the other halflooks downwards to the Animus and the sphere of
the senses. For Mantotake his place in his own world andin the
universe,he has to transcendthedivisionin his soul organism, The
transformation of the individual mindandsoulis the very same
process as the creation ofthe social organism. Thereis likewise a
parallel between the changes in the material elements of the
universe on entering the human organismandthetransformation
of the individual in relation to society. Just as physically the
kingdomsofnature die and are rebornas they pass through and
are incorporated into the body of Man, so spiritually the
individual must die and resurrect into society.
Swedenborg completed his study of the human organism

during the third period ofhis life work with yet another approach.
In 1744, at the age of56, the magnitude ofthe task which he had
undertaken appearedtostrike him with overwhelmingforce. As a
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result ofa profoundinnercrisis it became clear to him that a new
task lay ahead ofhim.
The experience which thus altered the course of Swedenborg’s

life was the realisation that the human organismis the source of
Man’s knowledgeofthe divine. Everything which Man knowsof
divine qualities—of goodness, truth or wisdom—is incarnatedin
human physiological processes. Every part and organ of the body
can be seen as a manifestation of divine qualities. These qualities
are only divine insofar as, and by virtue ofthe fact that, they are
applied to humansociallife. In religious terms, Heaven is the
conception of the divine social organism in human thought. The
Lord is a representation of the brain of the social organism.
During the remainder ofhis life Swedenborg wrote of the Lord
in the third person as the sourceofhis ideas. The faculty by which
Swedenborg experienced directly the connections and analogies
between organic processes, human qualities and religious con-
ceptions, he regarded as a special gift. He strongly warned others
of the dangerofinsanity if they tried to imitate him,
Swedenborg nowbeganto write two series ofvolumes, each of

which took several years to complete. In 1747 he began his
Spiritual Diary in which herecorded,as they occurred, his long
series of inner experiences. In the following year he began the
Arcana Celestia which was an interpretation of the Books of
Genesis and Exodus. He later used these two collections of
material as the basis for more systematic accounts of his ideas.
These later books include Heaven and Hell, Divine Love and
Wisdom, Divine Providence and many others which together
constitute the third period in his philosophic thought. It is only
possible here to summarise this very briefly.
According to Swedenborg,all things are connected with one

another by correspondence. There is nothing in the created
universe which does not correspond to something in Man,both to
his affections and thoughts andalso to the organs and viscera of
his body. In the latter case the correspondence is with the func-
tions of those organs andviscera. In the body, form and function
are inseparable. The functions of the organs cannot be conceived
without forms; one cannotthink ofsight without the eye or of
respiration without the lungs. In the same way, whenitis said
mental processes correspond to the brain orto the heart,it i
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functions of those organs to which the processes of the mind
correspond.It is use or function which precedes the organ and
adaptsit to itself and not vice versa.

Representations are said to be images in the natural world of
spiritual or mentalrealities. Heaven represents both the concept of
the humansocial organism as divine and the human mind as a
whole. Swedenborg calls this the Grand Man. The individual
mindis a heaven in miniature.In the mind, there are three spheres
or heavens, each one higher or more interior than the previous
one, corresponding to three ways ofthinking. In the highest and
innermostsphere, thoughtis from ends and is wisdom;thereis a
decrease in wisdom as thought becomes moreexterior. In the next
sphere,thoughtis fromcauses andis intelligence. In the lowest and
outermost,it is from effects and is knowledge. These three degrees
in heaven, or ways ofthinking, are called celestial, spiritual and
natural degrees.

In the natural degree to which Man is born, he acquires
knowledge and so becomesintelligent. He is elevated by know-
ledge to the second degree which is opened to him when, through
reason he knowstruth and goodness, The third degree is opened
only ifhe applies goodness andtruth to life. Thus the application
ofwisdom tolife is the function ofthe inner mindandthe goal of
the humanrace.

According to Swedenborg, the categories of space and time
apply only to the world ofnature, not to the heavens. Distinctions
between and within the heavens are differences in ways ofthink-
ing. These distinctions correspond to distinctions of space and
timein nature, but in the mindthey are differences ofstate. Those
whoare in a similar state of mind are said to be close to one
another and those in dissimilar states remote. Changes ofstate
correspond to movements in heaven; such movements in the
world of ideas also correspond to the circulation of various
substances and fluids in the body.

Pervading the whole heaven or human mind, there are two
kingdoms: the will and the understanding. In the body they
correspond, as we have scen, to the heart and the lungs. Each
rules, as it were, throughoutthe body; the one bycirculation and
the other byrespiration. The pulsation ofthe heart corresponds to
the will, and the respiration ofthe lungs corresponds to the under-
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standing. The body represents the co-functioning or unity ofwill
and understanding; likewise the mind, when will and under-
standing are united, respires as one man and so do individuals in
society. Thus the correspondence betweenthe unity ofthe will
and understandingon the one hand andthe heart and lungs on the
otheris a general representation of organism.
Within the organism each ofthe members and parts correspond

to particular qualities. Swedenborg describes how in the Grand
Man,the societies in the head excel in every good; those in the
breast live in charity and faith; those in the eyes are gifted with
understanding; those in the ears with attention and obedience;
those in the nostrils with perception; those in the mouth and
tongue with wise discourse; those whoare in the kidneysare in
possession of truth which examines and separates and corrects;
those in the liver, spleen and pancreasareskilled in the purification
of good andtruth in various ways.

In the organism of his mind, Man also has memory. Hehas an
external memory which belongs to the external or natural man
and an internal memory which correspondsto hisspiritual man, or
inner mind. Everything which he has ever thought, willed,
spoken, done or even heardis inscribed on the limbs and organs
ofthis internal man to which the organsofhis body correspond.
A man therefore writes his wholelife on his physique and this can
be interpreted in the light ofheaven,or the inner mind,as if read
from a book. A deed is only the effect of the will and thought
which live within it as its soul. Acts differ from one another
according to the motive from which they are done.
Every action can thus be seen from two points of view; the

outer, which is perceived with the bodily senses and the inner
which is perceived by the inner senses of the mind. Inner percep-
tion is concerned with distinguishing the thought and willwhich
an action expresses. This inner perceptionsees all actions in the
light of heaven, whichis to say, in relation to the wholesocial
organism.If after bodily death, Man had perception it would be
of the nature of inner perception; that is, it would only be con-
cerned with innersignificance, or with the thought and will which
an act embodies. In Swedenborg’s writings, the life after death
correspondsalso tolife in this world,buttothislife seen from the
view point of the inner mind. The inner mindis that sphere of
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wisdom which sees the individual in relation to the whole of
society.

Therole of the mindin selecting, in making judgments and in
separating truth from falsehoodis analogous to the whole process
ofdigestion in the alimentary tract. The reception ofthe food by
the lips; the chewingandtasting in the mouth;the rumination and
digestion in the stomach; the extracting in theintestines; the final
rejection and expulsion of that which is unacceptable—all these
are paralleled by the processes of the mind. The foodlosesits
identity and dies in the stomach. But the animal, vegetable and
mineral kingdomshavetheir origins in the infinite energy of the
universe. That which dies in the food resurrects into immortality
in humanthought.

Theentry ofthe individualinto society also corresponds to the
digestion and assimilation ofnutriment. What is agreeable to the
physical organism is selected by the inner senses and what is
disagreeable is rejected. In the Grand Man, heaven is the inner
mind andhell is the natural mind whenit is turned away from
heaven; Man’s rational mind is the place where his freewill to
select or reject operates. In Swedenborg’s terminology, Man comes
after death into an intermediate place, or state of mind, which is
between heavenandhell. This intermediatestate is like a forum or
place whereall are assembled.Inthe body the stomach corresponds
to that state. Every man comesthere andis prepared, according to
his innerlife, for heaven or hell; either to become flesh and blood
or excrement.In this life, society andsociallife is that place.
The face ofMan’sspirit or inner mind differs greatly from that

of his body. Theface ofhis bodyis derived from his parents, but
the face of his spirit is derived from his affections. In what
Swedenborgcalls the other life—namely the inner life—no oneis
allowedto pretendto affections which are not his own. Everyone
is said to be broughtto such a state that they say what they think
and show their real will by their looks and gestures. Thus every-
oneis made to appear outwardly such as he is inwardly.First the
outer mind is disclosed. When the outer appearance is taken
awayit becomes evident whatis the real character ofeach. What
appears to be rational in the world now appears as insanity.
What a man wills and thinks without the restraints of society
reveals the state of his inner mind.
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The discovery of an individual’s real character by his fellows
hasits parallel in the digestive process. His treatmentis gentle at
first as food is softly touched by the lips and afterwards tasted as
to its quality by the tongue. The tongue corresponds to those who
delight to perceive new varieties of goodness and truth and are
eager to convey their pleasure to others whowill be enriched by
these qualities. The interior minds, even of good men, must be
consciously opened andtheir real purposes disclosed, as the outer

skins of grains and fruits are broken up in the mouth. If hard
morsels of food are discovered they are either crushed by the
pressure ofthe teeth or spewed out. The teeth correspond to the
gates ofpearl which, in mythology, guard the way to heaven and
hell. None are received whosequality is not first known bythese
guardians.
The processes in the stomach correspondto the disciplines to

which men subject one anotherin their life. The habits ofspeech
and action by which a manpresents himselfto society are separated
from him as, in digestion,the cell walls offoodstuffs are dissolved

andthe contents released. Some men can be admittedto the social
organism atthis stage. The greater number need further prepara~
tion. The measures which correspond to the functions of the
intestines are increasingly severe andthose in society who persist
in falsity and evil endure various chastisements and torments. So
longas they resist the efforts oftheir fellow men they cannotbe
introduced into heavenly societies. There are however societies
which correspondto the walls ofthe intestine. They are those who
take pleasure in correcting and punishing, but do so fromjustice
andfor the sake of reforming others and ofprotecting the good.
Thus all human qualities have some functional value; only those

individuals are rejected whorefuse to disclose their real will.
A man’s function in the Grand Man is determined by his love

which comes from his will and thus from his very nature. He
learns to perform this function throughhis rational mind, and
everyone is thus educated throughout his life. However, the
natural mind can be separated from the celestial andspiritual and
turned towardshell. Whateveris agreeable to a man’s love feels
to him like freedom, and whatis contrary toit feels like constraint.

As man has freedom, he cannotbe led and taught otherwise than
according to what he himself will receive. Those who receive

15



instruction are carried to their places by paths which correspond
to the channels ofthe body leading to the bloodstream. Those who
do not, and who cannotbe accepted,are separated from thesocial
organism as excrementis from the human body.

Manis the cause ofhis own evil; evil in Manis hell within him.
Since it is he whois the cause of his own evil, it is he who casts
himself into hell. Every evil brings its own punishment; they are
inseparably connectedas cause andeffect. Thosein hell punish one
another. Everyonein hell desires to rule over others, to be exalted
above them and to make them the objects of his vengeance and
cruelty, Those whorefuse to submit rebel and are tormented; and
so on continuously. Man enters hell of his own accord and the
indulgence of his self-secking desires and love of destruction
appears to him as freedom. As the whole ofheavenis in human
form, so the whole of hell can be represented in the form of a
devil or monster. Butthose in hell appear so only whenseen in the
light ofheaven;for to one another thosein hell appearlike men.
In other words, evil looks like good to those who havechosenit.
Forthis reason hellis said to be in thick darkness.
According to Swedenborg,the relation ofheaven to hell is that

of two opposites acting against each other. Qualities appear
valuable or the reverse according to the standpoint from which
they are viewed. Thus quality and degree are only known in
relation to their opposite. The food which Mantakesinis first
destroyed by digestion beforeit is rebuilt. In the same way the
values ofMan’s natural mindare judged as false whenseen in the
context ofthe social organism. Man is his own judge and the
monsters and demons ofhell are his assessmentofhis naturalself.

In recognising Swedenborg’s achievements as philosopher, one
mustalso pay tribute to his endurance. Hespentthe last 30 years
ofhis life in this psychological study ofhis own inner experiences.
He was deeply concerned with the question ofevil in relation to
Man’sfreewill. Paradoxically it is Man’s self-seeking desires which
are the very basis of his freewill. They correspond in the human
sphereto the instincts by which an animal builds up or reproduces
its own form. Theinstinctive powersofself-determination operate
through thesenses, and select from outside only whatis suitable
for that organism andreject everything else. The organismcreates
its own image byinstinct. Man, if he chooses to do so, has the
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powerto create society in his own image. His creationis an act of
freewill.

In developing mind and freewill, Man has lost the sense of
organic form and connections. The concept ofthe Grand Man,as
a pattern or idea, corresponds in the human mind to that self-
determining powerofcreation in the physical organism. Man’s
freewill consists in his freedom to choose whetheror nothe will
unite his will with his understanding andact in a mannercontrary
to his naturalself. In this context, Swedenborgputs the divine as
the opposite of the natural.

Thecreation ofthe Grand Manasan earthly society depends on
Man’s freewill at some particular time in history. There is, how-
ever, anothersense in which the Grand Man exists and has always
existed. After death a man has no freewill, but in the world
organism of men’s mindshis ideas and actions survive and have
effect. Their resurrection and fulfilment may happen years or
centuries later. In the memory of mankind certain men are
recognised for the great services or dis-services which they have
done for the human race.It is the world organism of humanity
which judges and evaluates their actions and gives them
immortality.
Swedenborg was not accepted or recognised in his own day.

He was even tried for heresy by the theologians. Today it is
possible that people might well accept the notion of the human
organism as the basis oftheir religious ideas ofheaven andhell, of
God and the devil. What is more doubtful is whether scientists
would reconsider critically the idea of teleology—that is—of
purpose in the universe. Science at present works in the realm of
what Swedenborg calls the natural mind; the sphere ofeffects
which the mind analyses and separates from their connections.
This analytical approach of science and its result in de-
mythologising the universe has been a necessary step for human
thought. Before the human mindcanre-create the world,it has,
as it were, to destroyit first. But creation without goal or purpose
is meaningless. On whatbasis is it possible to decide what material
is useful and what merely excrement? If the concept oforganism
is accepted as a universal pattern, then synthesis can begin ofall
knowledge and sciences on the basis of their relation to human
society. This synthesis would bethe function of philosophy.
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Swedenborg’s view ofhumanlife andthelife ofthe universe as
a miraculous physiological process gives Man a special position.
Man is the end or goal offinite creation. For thousands ofyears,
as a religious myth, Manhas conceivedin his mind the notion of
a divine society in heaven. This society is a reflection of his own
organism. Man’s goal now is to give birth to this social order to
whichhe has for so long aspired; to translate divine values into
social ones and to make social life the incarnation of human
wisdom.
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